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COLLECTION

Introducing Creative Mines

Experience a new level of luxury and
sophistication with our exquisite brick
collection. Beautifully handcrafted, our
masonry brick veneer transcends traditional
clay brick, offering new design and technical
advancements that cater to modern
sensibilities. Each brick is infused with history,
texture, and distinctive color palettes,
allowing for endless design expressions that
elevate any project to new heights of beauty
and elegance.



BEAUTY
HISTORY

CREATIVITY

BURNTHONEY Cannery Brick



SHADOWDANCE Cannery PEBBLECREEK Cannery

PLUMWOOD Cannery

PEPPERED Cannery

BURNTHONEY Cannery

GHOSTED Cannery

CANNERY
brick
Cannery Brick is rich in history, reclaimed from historic weather worn buildings, each brick
hand-selected for their unique story, distinctive textures and character marks.  
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PEBBLECREEK Cannery Brick

–

ARCTICDRIFT Cannery MOONFROST Cannery

Cannery Dimensions: 2.625”- 2.75” H, 7.25” - 7.5” L, .625” avg. thickness

BRIXOLOGY - 50% ARCTIC DRIFT / 50% MOONFROST Cannery



Every detail is worth it when the final reveal says…
I’m home. 

LOFT Paintgrade Brick
@workadaydesign
@mindfuldesigns
@gibeonphoto



DETAILS
  MATTER
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To survive the test of time, you better be
tough. Like the structures of Ancient Rome, 
Creative Mines is the only brick masonry 
veneer using pozzolan - a natural additive
found in icons like the Colosseum for 
unrivaled durability.

Nature is unpredictable and Creative Mines 
excels in all seasons. Our industry-leading
freeze-thaw durability with 0% degradation, 
3800 PSI compressive strength and superior 
resistance to moisture intrusion and unsightly
e�orescence is unmatched.

Skilled artisans handcraft each brick with 
breathtaking color and texture combinations.  
By leveraging our proprietary cementitious
mix design, we can effectively decrease CO2 
emissions by up to 80% per square foot when 
compared to clay brick.
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TMPAINTGRADE
brick

BREWERY
Paintgrade Brick
2.375” - 3.0” H
7.75” - 8.375” L
0.625” avg. thickness

LOFT
Paintgrade Brick
2.25”- 2.375” H
8.25” - 8.75” L
0.625” avg. thickness

MODERN
Paintgrade Block
3.625” H
15.625” L 
0.9375” avg. thickness



BREWERY Paintgrade Brick
@gabeborder

OUR BRICK
YOUR PAINT COLOR

For the ultimate expression in creativity, select 
our Paintgrade Brick. Purposefully designed to 
receive your favorite paint color.  Choose from 

three unique shapes and textures—Modern 
Block, Brewery and Loft Brick.

LOFT Paintgrade Brick
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TMWAREHOUSE
brick
The contemporary appeal of Warehouse Brick is evident in its clean modernist 
lines. The timeless yet expressive forms highlight modern color palettes and 
linear dimensions to set the stage for any environment.  

CLOUDBREAK WarehouseSHADOWDANCE Warehouse

PEBBLECREEK Warehouse PLUMWOOD Warehouse



PEBBLECREEK Cannery Brick

BURNTHONEY Warehouse RAINCLOUD Warehouse

RAINCLOUD Warehouse Brick

Warehouse Dimensions: 2.5” high, 9.4375“ - 9.5” long, 0.75” avg. thickness



Disclaimer 
Creative Mines Brick Masonry Veneer is hand-designed and handcrafted. Natural 
variations in color are expected and celebrated characteristics. Please refer to 
www.creativemines.us for detailed specifications, ASTM testing results, installation 
instructions and a list of authorized dealers and distributors.

 FIND A LOCAL CM
DISTRIBUTOR

 P: 800-453-7040

www.creativemines.us

LOFT Paintgrade Brick

®

makers of stone and masonry veneer




